
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION 

In re: DYNAMIC RANDOM ACCESS 
MEMORY (DRAM) ANTITRUST 	: 	MDL NO. 1486 
LITIGATION 

I This Document Relates to: 

I INDIRECT PURCHASER ACTION 

DECLARATION OF TERRY GROSS IN SUPPORT OF 
JOINT APPLICATION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND 

INDIRECT PURCHASER PLAINTIFFS’ APPLICATION FOR 
REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES AND INCENTIVE AWARDS 

I, TERRY GROSS, declare as follows: 

1. I am a partner with the law firm of Gross Belsky Alonso LLP, and am 

tir of the Indirect Purchaser Plaintiffs’ ("IPP") Executive Committee. I submit this 

:laration in support of IPP Counsel’s and the Attorneys General’s ("AG5") application 

an award of attorneys’ fees in connection with services rendered in the above action, 

I the IPPs’ separate application for reimbursement of expenses and for incentive awards 

class representatives. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this declaration, 

1, if called as a witness, I could and would testify competently to them. 

IPP Actions 

2. The IPPs first filed class action complaints in California state courts in 

ugust 2002. All the cases filed in California state courts were coordinated by the 

Judicial Council in a Special Coordinated Proceeding in the complex litigation department 

n the San Francisco Superior Court, and two of the leadership firms in this case were 

ppointed Co-Liaison Counsel. Class counsel in that proceeding began discovery and 

ktered into a discovery plan with defendants that included the production of grand jury 
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documents, and the commencement of written discovery and depositions. Co-Liaison 

ounsel filed a consolidated amended complaint on behalf of a nationwide class of non-

overnmental indirect DRAM purchasers. Motion practice and discovery continued in the 

CCP proceeding through 2004 and into 2005. 

3. Beginning in late 2004, private indirect-purchaser cases were filed in 

al and state courts other than California, a number of which were filed by two of the 

rship firms in this case; and, following the enactment of CAFA, some of these later- 

state-court cases were removed to federal court. In all, more than 60 class-action 

mplaints making similar allegations against various DRAM manufacturers were filed in 

ite and federal courts across the country. On June 17, 2005, counsel in the California 

ordinated proceeding, in order to facilitate the global litigation and resolution of the 

urns of the nationwide class of purchasers alleged in that proceeding, filed a complaint 

this court captioned Petro Computer Systems, Inc. v. Micron Technology, Inc., C 05- 

7 ("Petro"), that alleged original jurisdiction in federal court pursuant to the CAFA- 

ted 28 U.S.C. § 1332 (d)(2) (class action diversity), and ultimately requested that the 

an Francisco Superior Court stay the California state court actions. Eventually, the 

icial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation transferred all federal-court, indirect-purchaser 

to the United States District Court for the Northern District of California, and 

ted the cases for pretrial purposes with Petro. All indirect-purchaser cases that 

med in state courts were thereafter coordinated. The IPPs in the MDL designated 

Petro as the relevant complaint for purposes of coordinated pretrial proceedings. 

4. Because of the continuing investigation of the United States Department 

f Justice ("DOJ"), general discovery in the private actions was stayed until July 24, 2005. 

during that stay, the IPPs conducted an economic investigation of the DRAM 

consulted with experts, obtained access to and reviewed the millions of pages of 
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1 	
ents that the Defendants produced to the DOJ, propounded interrogatories and also 

	

2 	
preparing for class certification. 

	

3 	
5. 	After IPP Counsel had been litigating against Defendants in state court for 

	

4 	years, in September 2004, the DOJ announced that it was indicting Infineon and that 

	

5 	’eon was pleading guilty to a price-fixing conspiracy involving six OEMs, and over 

	

6 	next year announced indictments and pleas with other Defendants. Thereafter, 

	

7 	roughout this litigation, Defendants argued that the DOJ indictments and pleas 

	

8 
	

tablished only a very limited conspiracy and that the conspiracy involved only these six 

	

9 
	

EMs and only for a short time period. Thus, the IPPs’ investigation focused on 

	

10 
	monstrating that the Defendants’ conspiracy was broader than that reflected in the DOJ 

	

11 
	ctments and was for a longer period. 

12 

	

13 
	6. 	After the Court lifted the discovery stay in July 2005, the IPPs, along with 

	

14 
	Direct Purchaser Plaintiffs and the AGs, engaged in coordinated common liability 

	

15 
	scovery. The IPPs also propounded third-party discovery, directed principally to 

	

16 
	arshaling evidence necessary to prove the pass-through of overcharges to indirect 

	

17 
	irchasers. IPP Counsel and their experts and consultants reviewed and carefully 

ialyzed the third-party information obtained, which consisted of hundreds of thousands 
18 

pages of documents. 
19 

7. 	During discovery, Defendants produced over four million documents from 

	

20 	
domestic and foreign entities. There were numerous issues regarding the 

	

21 	
eteness of each Defendant’s productions, the technical form of the electronic 

	

22 	cuments, and whether document searching occurred within the files of particularly 

	

23 	portant company witnesses, or "custodians" -- all of which required extensive 

	

24 	otiations with Defendants. Documents were also produced in foreign languages, 

	

25 	iich required translation into English; numerous IPP multi-lingual attorneys were used 

	

26 
	

this process. IPP Counsel processed, reviewed, categorized, and annotated these 

27 
3 

	

28 
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1 	
cuments, using a then-groundbreaking internet-based electronic document management 

	

2 	
;tem that allowed simultaneous access by counsel working from their separate offices 

	

3 	over the United States thereby enhancing efficiency while holding down costs. Review 

	

4 	these documents was a massive project. 

	

5 	8. 	The Direct Purchaser Plaintiffs ("DPPs") did not share or coordinate their 

	

6 	cument review with the IPPs. While the DPPs conducted their document review by 

	

7 	ng copies of documents and reviewing them separately by hand for each defendant, 

	

8 
	

Counsel created and utilized new web-based technology and optical character 

	

9 
	

by subject matter to make the review process much more efficient. During the 

	

10 
	sition preparation process, it became apparent that IPP Counsel had discovered a 

	

11 
	gnificant number of important documents that the DPPs had not. 

	

12 
	9. 	IPP Counsel later shared access to this database and their work product 

	

13 
	the AGs when the various states filed cases in 2007. Counsel obtained worldwide 

	

14 
	nsactional sales data of DRAM manufactured by Defendants in the global market, and, 

	

15 
	consultation with IPP experts, sought and received manufacturing cost data and detailed 

nsactional sales data of DRAM, both as components in computers and as stand-alone 
16 

AM modules. IPP Counsel engaged in continuous consultations with their experts in 
17 

Icr to ensure that the sales and transactional data obtained was sufficient to enable the 

	

18 	
to support opinions regarding the distribution issues, pass-on and appropriate 

	

19 	
s calculations. 

	

20 	
10. 	The IPPs and AGs also served subpoenas on more than 30 third parties, 

’4’ rimarily on large computer OEMs that purchased DRAM and sellers of products 

22 ontaining DRAM, such as Dell, Gateway, Apple, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Circuit City, 

23 ompUSA, Ingram Micro and CDW. These were necessary to demonstrate that pass 

24 irough of the direct overcharge could be established on a class-wide basis. Each of these 

25 ubpoenas had to be individually negotiated, with the assistance of the IPPs’ expert 

26 

27 
4 
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1 	
:s, including Dr. Roger Bohn, who is also an expert in high technology markets, 

	

2 	
distribution channels and production. 

	

3 	11. 	Since Defendants contended that there was no method of common proof 

	

4 	impact and damages, and that the indirect-purchaser distribution channels were so 

	

5 	riplicated that it was not possible to establish that any overcharge was passed through to 

	

6 	ultimate consumers, the IPPs had to devote substantial resources in investigating and 

7 btaining discovery on these issues. This involved comprehensive investigations into 

	

8 
	rious sources of industry data on sales, transactions and pricing of DRAM and products 

	

9 
	ntaining DRAM, aided by experts, in order to facilitate the experts’ regression analyses. 

	

10 
	also required an intricate analysis of the market structure and its numerous distribution 

	

11 
	s, in order to develop methods of common proof of impact and damages. 

	

12 
	12. 	The IPPs had to trace the effect of the overcharge to the ultimate consumer 

13 Find at the same time reconcile the substantive antitrust and consumer protection laws of 

14 3 states and the District of Columbia with federal procedural law. The laws of foreign 

15 I urisdictions and the difficulties of international discovery were among the other novel and 

	

16 
	icating obstacles faced by IPP Counsel. 

	

17 
	13. 	Some of the other significant legal and factual challenges faced by IPP 

	

18 
	and the AGs included proving that Defendants’ conspiracy was effective in 

	

19 
	prices, establishing that overcharges passed through the various distribution 

	

20 
	to consumers, determining what portion of a finished, DRAM-containing 

	

21 
	is price was attributable to its DRAM component, and proving that the markets for 

22 )RAM modules and DRAM-containing products such as computers were linked and 

	

23 
	not be separated. Legal challenges included demonstrating that Plaintiffs had 

under multiple state antitrust laws and obtaining class certification. 
24 

14. 	Following the document review and investigations, IPP Counsel deposed 
25 

100 witnesses from Defendants and third parties, on issues relating to liability and to 
26 

27 
5 

28 
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s certification, e.g., channels of distribution, manufacturing, pricing, and sales 

esses, identities of witnesses, and various issues critical to the IPPs’ class certification 

IPP Counsel coordinated with DPP Counsel with respect to liability related 

itions. IPP Counsel also observed the expert depositions in the DPP actions, 

cted depositions of defendants’ expert witness for class certification, and defended 

depositions of their own experts, Drs. Michael Harris and Roger Bohn. Each of these 

ositions required intensive preparation. Following difficult and lengthy negotiations, 

fact depositions took place in various locations throughout the United States, Asia and 

ope. IPP Counsel likewise shared these deposition transcripts with the AGs. 

itionally, IPP Counsel worked closely with consultants and economic experts to 

re that the discovery obtained would be focused on information needed to prepare for 

blass certification and trial. 

for iudment on the nleadins and motion to dismiss 

15. On August 14, 2006, Defendants moved for judgment on the pleadings as 

all antitrust claims arising from the purchase of DRAM as a component in a computer 

other device, asserting that such plaintiffs lacked standing under various state antitrust 

is because their injuries were too remote to the price-fixing of DRAM itself, and 

erefore failed to satisfy the "antitrust standing" requirements set forth in AGC. (Dkt. 

o. 1008). On October 13, 2006, certain Defendants filed five motions for summary 

dgment. On June 1, 2007, the Court granted judgment on the pleadings in relevant part 

r lack of antitrust standing for those claims based on purchases of products in which 

RAM was a component, dismissing those claims with prejudice (Dkt. No. 1555; "the 

GC Order") 

16. On June 29, 2007, the IPPs moved for leave to file a further amended 

plaint, to allege facts that demonstrated that the markets for DRAM modules and for 

are "inextricably linked, and cannot be considered separately," which the Court 
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;ranted on August 17, 2007 (Dkt. Nos. 1593-1594, 1683). On August 17, 2007, the IPPs 

iled their Second Amended Complaint (Dkt. No. 1684). 

17. On October 1, 2007, Defendants filed a motion to dismiss the Second 

mended Complaint, again challenging it on AGC grounds, and challenging the IPPs’ 

tanding to assert claims for computer purchases under the antitrust laws of sixteen states. 

Dkt. No. 1740.) On October 31, 2007, IPP Counsel filed an opposition to the motion to 

lismiss. (Dkt. No. 1762). On January 29, 2008, the Court granted Defendants’ motion to 

[ismiss. (Dkt. No. 1809; the "MTD Order"). 

18. On March 28, 2008, the Court certified both the AGC Order and the MTD 

)rder for interlocutory appeal of the AGC standing issues. (Dkt. No. 1849). On April 18, 

08, the Court entered an order on the parties’ stipulation for a stay of all proceedings 

ring the time the Ninth Circuit considered IPPs’ 1292(b) Petition. (Dkt. No. 1853). The 

inth Circuit Court of Appeals granted IPPs’ Petition for Permission to Appeal Under 28 

.S.C. § 1292(b) on June 26, 2008. On February 17, 2009, the IPPs filed their opening 

ief. The IPPs’ reply brief was filed on September 9, 2009. 

19. When a settlement was reached with the last remaining Defendants (see 

Paragraphs 24-36), this appeal was stayed pending the outcome of the settlements. Since 

he stay, IPP Counsel have participated in several telephonic status conferences with the 

Tinth Circuit. The most recent status conference took place on June 4, 2013, and the next 

conference is scheduled for October 8, 2013. 

20. The IPPs’ class certification motion was scheduled to be filed in August 

D6, but that date was postponed until after the issuance of the AGC Order. Subsequent 

the AGC Order, on July 10, 2007, the IPPs filed a motion for class certification (Dkt. 

o. 1689). As discussed above, after the Court granted the IPPs’ motion for leave to file 

amended complaint, on August 17, 2007, the IPPs filed their Second Amended 

7 
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On August 24, 2007, the IPPs filed Amendments RE: Motion for Class 

to conform the class certification motion to the recently filed Second 

Complaint (Dkt. No. 1689). The motion sought a federal injunctive-relief class 

Section 16 of the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C. §26), pursuant to Rule 23(b)(2) of the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, for: 

All individuals and entities who, during the period from April 1, 1999 
through December 31, 2002, purchased DRAM in the United States 
indirectly from the defendants or their subsidiaries. DRAM means: (1) 
DRAM modules and (2) DRAM in personal computers, desktops, laptops, 
notebooks, workstations or servers. 

21. The IPPs also sought class certification for damage claims under 

California’s Cartwright Act (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 16720); injunctive and 

restitutionary relief under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 ("UCL"); and disgorgement 

under California law principles of unjust enrichment, pursuant to Fed. Civ. P. Rule 

23(b)(3), for: 

All individuals and entities who, during the period from April 1, 1999 
through December 31, 2002, purchased DRAM in the United States 
indirectly from the defendants or their subsidiaries as end-users or end- 
buyers. DRAM means: (1) DRAM modules and (2) DRAM in personal 
computers, desktops, laptops, notebooks, workstations or servers. 

22. Defendants filed their opposition to the class certification motion on 

September 28, 2007. (Dkt. Nos. 1728-1736.) The parties thereafter conducted expert 

covery on the class certification issues. On November 27, 2007, Defendants sought the 

ourt’s permission to file a supplemental opposition to Plaintiffs’ motion. 	(Dkt 

o.1780). 

23. After Defendants filed their motion to dismiss the IPPs’ Second Amended 

plaint (as discussed above), on December 5, 2007, the Court vacated the January 16, 

008 hearing on class certification in order to "settle the pleadings before class 

cation [was] addressed." (Dkt. No. 1794). This class certification process was then 
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1 	
pending the appeal to the Ninth Circuit, and then was stayed by the pendency of the 

2 ettlement agreements. 

ettlement dis 

24. The IPPs began settlement discussions with Samsung in early 2006, and 

an agreement in principle in June 2006. The AGs entered into the settlement 

with Samsung later in 2006. The written settlement agreement between the 

PPs, the AGs and Samsung was executed in February 2007. The terms of the Samsung 

settlement required Samsung to pay a total of $113,000,000, comprised of the following: 

80,000,000 to the Settlement Fund designated for the IPPs; $10,000,000 into the 

Fund designated for the Governmental Plaintiffs; $2,500,000 for the costs of 

e and claims administration; $1,000,000 in attorneys’ fees to the Attorneys General; 

$19,500,000 in attorneys’ fees to IPP Class Counsel. The settlement with Samsung 

fees and notice costs was reached during a mediation before Judge Charles 

egge (ret.). 

25. In addition, Samsung agreed to the entry of a final judgment containing an 

rder (1) enjoining Samsung Semiconductor, Inc. ("SSI") and Samsung Electronics 

ompany Ltd. ("SEC") from engaging in anti-competitive conduct with respect to the sale 

f any DRAM product for delivery in the United States, or the systematic reciprocal 

of DRAM pricing information as alleged in United States v. Samsung 

ectronics Corp. Ltd. et al., Case No. CR05-0643 (PJH) (N.D. CA.), for a period of three 

ars from the date of execution of the agreement; (2) requiring Samsung to establish and 

tintain a program or programs to ensure compliance with the applicable antitrust 

mpetition laws for a period of three years; and (3) requiring Samsung to give the IPPs 

d AGs its full, continuing, and complete cooperation in the prosecution of any actions 

ainst other DRAM producers. 
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26. 	After the execution of the Samsung Settlement Agreement, Samsung 

ded documents, testimony and assistance that was invaluable in prosecuting these 

27. The IPPs commenced settlement discussions with Winbond in early 2006, 

with the AGs, reached a settlement in principle in late 2006. The Winbond 

ment agreement was executed in March 2007. This settlement required Winbond to 

$2,000,000 into the Settlement Fund. Like Samsung, Winbond is further enjoined 

anticompetitive activity, must establish and maintain an antitrust compliance 

and provide full, continuing, and complete cooperation with the continued 

on of the action. The Winbond settlement agreement does not contain any 

payment of attorneys’ fees or notice costs. The New York AG’s office did not 

kin in this settlement. 

28. On November 30, 2006, the parties commenced a mediation with all other 

emaining Defendants, with Judge Daniel J. Weinstein as the mediator. The initial phase 

f this mediation took place over many months, but ultimately was unsuccessful. Shortly 

the Court was informed that the settlement discussions were unsuccessful, on June 1, 

the Court issued its AGC Order. (Dkt. No. 155). This ruling, dismissing all IPP 

ust claims based on purchases of products containing DRAM, had the effect of 

tially removing approximately 80% of the commerce in DRAM from the IPPs’ case, 

severely damaged the IPP’s position in further settlement discussions. Despite this 

ruling, the IPPs and AGs refused to accept any settlements based on a reduced 

s comprised solely of purchasers of stand-alone DRAM modules. Instead, as noted 

ye, the IPPs attempted to overcome the AGC issue by amending their complaint to 

N facts showing the interconnected nature of the DRAM chip market and the market 

computers into which the vast majority of those chips are placed. When, on January 9, 

08, the Court granted Defendants’ motions to dismiss the Second Amended Class 

10 
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again based on AGC, and the Court made it clear that as a matter of law, no 

ment product market could satisfy AGC standing requirements, the IPPs obtained 

ssion from both this Court and the Ninth Circuit to raise this issue by interlocutory 

IPP Counsel filed their opening brief in the appeal, and then all parties moved to 

ay the IPP district court litigation pending resolution of the Ninth Circuit appeal. The 

Gs’ case however, continued to be litigated. 

29. The settlement value of the litigation was also adversely affected by the 

ldwide financial crisis in 2008, which had a dramatic impact on some defendants’ 

ility to pay and all defendants’ willingness to pay any substantial amounts, and some 

fendants filed for bankruptcy, were reorganized, or were acquired while in distress. 

30. Mediation discussions with Judge Weinstein continued after the Ninth 

ircuit appeal was filed and after the 2008 market decline, but the IPPs and AGs refused 

agree to what they viewed as inadequate settlement proposals. 

31. Settlement discussions continued throughout 2009 with the remaining 

In December 2009, the IPPs reached an agreement in principle on a 

ettlement with these remaining defendants. The Multi-Defendant Settlement Agreement 

"MDSA") settles all claims against Defendants Infineon Technologies AG and Infineon 

echnologies North America Corp. (together, "Infineon"), Elpida Memory, Inc. and 

pida Memory (USA) Inc. (together, "Elpida"), NEC Electronics America, Inc. 

resently known as Renesas Electronics America Inc.) ("NEC"), Micron Technology, 

and Micron Semiconductor Products, Inc. (together, "Micron"), Mosel Vitelic Inc. 

Mosel Vitelic Corp. (together, "Mosel"), and Hynix Semiconductor Inc. and Hynix 

.iconductor America Inc. (together, "Hynix"). It was achieved in spite of a restrictive 

ment-sharing agreement that sought to protect defendants from the full effects of joint 

several liability, a significant obstacle. The MDSA obligates these Defendants to pay 

the Settlement Fund $173,176,800, divided as follows: 

11 
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Infineon: $29,113,776 

Elpida: $4,259,948 

NEC: $20,277,350 

Mosel: $2,778,900 

Micron: $66,774,984 

Hynix: $49,971,842 

32. The MDSA provides that 8/9ths of the MDSA payments to the Settlement 

will be used for the benefit of the IPPs and 119th  of the MDSA payments to the 

ement Fund will be used to benefit the governmental entities represented by the AGs, 

ed on the ratio agreed to in the Samsung Settlement. The MDSA also provides for 

unctive relief similar to the Samsung and Winbond settlements, antitrust training and 

pliance programs, and full, continuing, and complete cooperation. 

33. Concurrently with the MDSA, the IPPs and the AGs engaged in protracted 

ement negotiations with Nanya Technology Corporation, and in March 2011, the IPPs 

hed a settlement agreement with Nanya. The Nanya settlement agreement requires 

anya Technology Corporation to pay $3,823,200 into the Settlement Fund. Like the 

SA, the Nanya settlement agreement provides that 8/9ths of the Nanya payments to 

Settlement fund will be used for the benefit of the IPPs and that 
119th  will be for the 

t of the governmental entities represented by the AGs. The Nanya settlement 

nent also provides injunctive relief, compliance programs and complete cooperation. 

34. Starting early in the prosecution of this litigation, the IPPs and the AGs 

id entered into tolling agreements with Mitsubishi, Toshiba, and Hitachi. After reaching 

settlement with the final defendants in this litigation, the IPPs and AGs started pursuing 

ese three third parties, prior to filing suit against them. The IPPs and AGs ultimately 

settlement agreements with these three DRAM manufacturers between 

2011 and October 2012, and agreed to file actions against these entities only as 
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of the settlement agreements negotiated with these entities. The Mitsubishi settlement 

ement requires Mitsubishi to pay into the Settlement Fund $5,500,000 plus an 

itional $100,000 for Mitsubishi’s share of the costs of the Special Master, notice, and 

laims administration. The Toshiba settlement agreement requires Toshiba to pay into the 

Settlement Fund $7,250,000, plus an additional $200,000 for Toshiba’s share of the costs 

the Special Master, notice, and claims administration. The Hitachi settlement 

requires Hitachi to pay into the Settlement Fund $5,500,000, plus an additional 

100,000 for Hitachi’s share of the costs of the Special Master, notice, and claims 

inistration. The Mitsubishi, Toshiba, and Hitachi settlement agreements all provide 

8/9ths of payments to the Settlement Fund will be for the benefit of the IPPs, and 119th 

1 be for the benefit of the governmental entities represented by the AGs. 

35. The Mitsubishi, Toshiba, and Hitachi settlement agreements also provide 

injunctive relief and antitrust training and compliance tailored to their particular 

kituations. 

36. The amounts that certain of these Defendants ultimately agreed to pay 

increased by $70,000 in return for plaintiffs’ agreement to delay receipt of the funds, 

a total principal amount of $310,720,000 recovered by IPP Counsel from Defendants. 

the S 

37. After the settlements were reached with Samsung and Winbond, the Court 

two orders (Dkt. Nos. 1787 and 1789) on November 30, 2007 which appointed 

frudge Charles Renfrew as Special Master, to issue a Report and Recommendation on the 

kE’airness of the settlements themselves and to recommend whether the ultimate certification 

the class is appropriate, as well as to preside over the development of a plan of 

)cation for the IPP Settlement Class and the class of governmental purchasers for the 

ous states that had alleged class claims (the "Government Purchaser Settlement 
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illass"); to determine whether any subclasses or other means of a fair and equitable 

illocation; to develop a form of notice and methods of dissemination of the notice. 

38. Pursuant to this reference, the IPPs, AGs, Samsung and Winbond had 

erous meetings with the Special Master to discuss these issues. Shortly thereafter, the 

s filed an appeal in the Ninth Circuit challenging the Court’s AGC Order and MTD 

er. Additionally, mediation and settlement discussions continued between the 

laintiffs and the remaining Defendants. Because the results of the ongoing settlement 

and the pending appeal would have a significant bearing on the issues referred 

the Special Master, as well as the fact that an important case concerning indirect-

er claims under California law was pending before the California Supreme Court, 

rth v. Pfizer, 49 Cal. 4th  758 (Cal. 2010), the Special Master and the parties 

ed it would be appropriate to await the outcome of the appeal and the settlement 

1iscussions before continuing with the settlement approval process. 

39. In December 2009, after the IPPs and the AGs reached an agreement in 

iple with the remaining Defendants, the Special Master began discussions with all 

es concerning a schedule and process for the Special Master to make a report and 

on on all issues referred to him. After the IPPs and AGs signed a written 

ettlement agreement with the remaining Defendants, on November 29, 2010, the Court 

ntered another order that referred the new MDSA to the Special Master and included it 

thin the previous reference, and also expanded the reference to include findings and 

as to attorneys’ fees, reimbursement of expenses and incentive awards. 

ly, after the later settlements with Nanya, Mitsubishi, Toshiba and Hitachi were 

the Court entered Orders including these settlements within the scope of the 

s November 29, 2010 reference to the Special Master. 

40. The IPPs, AGs and Defendants agreed with the Special Master upon a 

F briefing schedule, dividing the briefing and argument into five phases. The first 
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1 	
involved establishing the market facts relevant to a reasonable allocation of the 

	

2 	
to pay the anticipated claims of all indirect purchasers in the nationwide class, 

	

3 	
on the products, distribution channels, final uses and the pass-on of the alleged 

	

4 	
s between indirect-purchaser-resellers and end-user/consumer groups, as well 

	

5 	their various characteristics and their relative percentages of DRAM commerce. The 

	

6 	phase involved identifying and resolving issues relevant to crafting a fair and 

	

7 	ble plan of distribution to all class members, including such issues as whether 

	

8 	distributions could be made to household claimants, whether a cy pres 

	

9 	stribution could be used for some claimants, and whether the plan should reflect 

	

10 	fferences in the "strength" or procedural positions underlying individual claims, due to 

	

11 	s in state law, and if so, whether subclasses were necessary. The third phase 

12 

13 

14 

15 ri 

16 h 

17 ii 

ved proposals concerning the settlement of the class claims asserted by the AGs on 

Llf of certain Governmental Purchaser Plaintiffs, as those proprietary claims required 

t review and approval. The fourth phase dealt with notice and claims administration. 

fifth phase dealt with attorneys’ fees and out-of-pocket litigation expenses. During 

phase, IPP Counsel and the AGs with the assistance of the Special Master resolved a 

ute concerning the allocation of attorneys’ fees between IPP Counsel and the AGs, 

ith a resolution that 80.8% of the fees would be allocated to IPP Counsel and 19.2% 

ated to the AGs. As part of that process, IPP Counsel and the AGs agreed to submit 

Joint Motion for Attorneys’ Fees. 

41. 	During this process, the parties and the Special Master determined that it 

appropriate that there be the fullest participation possible in the allocation 

by indirect-purchaser resellers. Accordingly, the Special Master sent 

mmunications to the major indirect-purchaser resellers informing them of the pendency 

the proceedings before the Special Master, and inviting them to send representatives. A 

mber of these resellers attended a few hearings before the Special Master, but only one 
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them, Celestica Inc., an electronics manufacturing services company ("EMS"), a type of 

that manufactures computers for OEMs, participated, along with its counsel, 

the entire allocation process before the Special Master. Celestica was 

sented by Susman Godfrey, LLP. Celestica’s counsel attended most of the hearings 

submitted several expert reports regarding pass through and the DRAM chain of 

stribution on behalf of resellers. See Declaration of James T. Southwick, submitted 

tly, ¶J 9-11. 

42. Additionally, the Special Master determined that there should be separate 

ounsel representing indirect-purchaser resellers other than EMS resellers, and on April 

0, 2011, the Special Master issued a Memorandum and Order appointing the law firm of 

Berman Devalerio as Reseller Allocation Counsel, to represent the particular interests of 

-purchaser resellers and to work in conjunction with Celestica’s counsel in the 

ocation process. 

43. Throughout these proceedings before the Special Master, the parties 

and submitted expert reports concerning relevant market facts, focusing on the 

distribution channels, and final uses of DRAM by the resellers and end-

/consumer sub-groups. The issues were vigorously contested among the various 

ips, including differences between the expert reports from the IPPs’ expert, the AGs’ 

and the resellers’ expert, on DRAM market structure and distribution channels, and 

how these would affect the calculation of any distributions to class members and 

Ltions among various groups of indirect purchasers. Many of these disputed issues 

resolved only through intense advocacy and with the guidance of interim rulings by 

Special Master. Ultimately, the parties, with the guidance of the Special Master, and 

r extensive briefing, reconciled the various expert reports. The Special Master also 

isted in developing a settlement allocation plan for the class claims by governmental 

ities. The parties and experts also briefed and argued numerous issues, including: 
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1 vhether any subclassing was needed, or whether individual needs could be adequately met 
2 	

the distribution calculation methods; whether a 50-state settlement class could be 
3 	

whether there should be tiering of claims as part of the allocation process. 
4 	

ffering positions on overcharge retention and pass-through from reseller intermediaries 

5 	indirect-purchaser end-users necessitated the submission to the Special Master of 

6 	expert reports on that issue alone. 

7 	44. 	The direct purchasers’ damages expert, whose report, for strategic reasons, 

8 	as used as the initial basis for direct damages calculations by the IPPs’ experts, 

9 	ilculated damages of at least $2.6 billion. See Rebuttal Expert Report of Paul C. Liu, 

10 	ov. 22, 2006, at 3 (Dkt. No. 1182). Thus, the settlement fund of $310 million represents 

11 	recovery of over 12% of estimated total damages for all DRAM sales, including both 

12 and-alone DRAM modules and DRAM-containing products. 

13 

14 

15 
	45. 	IPP Counsel are among some of the top antitrust attorneys and firms in the 

16 
	with decades of experience litigating indirect-purchaser, antitrust class actions. 

17 
	Compendium of Declarations, Exs. 1. 

18 
	46. 	I was primarily responsible for preparing this Application and 

19 
	Drdinating the submission of the related documents. In that capacity, I requested each 

20 
	P co-counsel firm to submit a form declaration under penalty of perjury signed by a 

21 
	ior partner or equivalent person, attesting among other things to the hours his or her 

22 
	in devoted to this case, the rates charged, and the tasks performed. We asked co-counsel 

23 
	include information about specific firm costs such as filing fees, travel, legal research, 

24 
	ci other litigation expenses, and not to include time spent on any aspect of the fee 

25 
	tition. 

26 

27 
17 

28 
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47. Based on the time reports submitted to Liaison Counsel and IPP Counsel’s 

;ions, attached hereto as Exhibit A are summary tables listing by individual firms 

total reported hours and lodestars under historical rates, and at current rates as well, 

e table sorted alphabetically and the other sorted by lodestar. The six leadership firms 

bmitted declarations calculating their lodestar at both historical and current rates. The 

her firms submitted declarations calculating only their historic lodestar. I calculated the 

lodestar for these firms by multiplying the hours spent by each attorney and 

lying them by the latest rate reported for that attorney. The declarations of counsel 

as summarized in Exhibit A, that IPP Counsel spent approximately 152,485 hours 

both attorney time and paralegal time in prosecuting, and that IPP Counsel have a total 

destar of approximately $64 million at historical rates, and a lodestar of approximately 

79 million at current rates. 

48. IPP Counsel incurred $6,338,232 in unreimbursed costs in this matter. All 

out-of-pocket expenses devoted to this case by IPP Counsel were reasonable and 

ary to prosecute the case, and the expenditures were made for the direct benefit of 

Settlement Class. This amount is compromised of the following type of expenses: 

49. First, as show in IPP Counsel’s declarations and as summarized in Exhibit 

IPP Counsel incurred direct expenses of $4,742,376, that was utilized for normal 

itigation costs such as filing fees, computerized legal research, copying, and travel. Of 

hese direct expenses, $3,455,000 were for assessments paid by the individual firms to IPP 

’s Litigation Fund, established by the leadership firms to obtain funds advanced 

all counsel to prosecute the case against defendants, as shown in the individual firm’s 

larations and the accounting records of the Litigation Fund. The funds in the Litigation 

were utilized for expert witness fees, court reporters and court transcripts, mediation 

and electronic document management and review systems. 
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1 	
50. 	Second, IPP Counsel has an outstanding debt to the electronic document 

	

2 	
ng and review company that worked with IPP Counsel to create a groundbreaking 

	

3 	
based electronic document review system, in the amount of $406,756. Other than 

	

4 	
s amount, all invoices presented to the Litigation Fund have been paid, and there is a 

	

5 	credit balance in the Litigation Fund, that will be used for future expenses. If, there 

	

6 	a credit balance in the Litigation Fund at the time there is a Court order authorizing a 

	

7 	yment to IPP Counsel for reimbursement of their expenses, such amount remaining in 

	

8 	Litigation Fund will be credited against the amount that is ordered to be paid to IPP 

9 

10 

	

51. 	Third, as described in Paragraphs 41-42, supra, at the direction of the 
11 

Special Master, the law firm of Berman Devalerio was appointed as Reseller Allocation 

	

12 	
ounsel to represent the interests of resellers during the allocation process in this case, and 

13 usman Godrey, LLP, the law firm for Celestica, Inc. a major reseller, was invited to 

14 participate in the allocation proceedings. Declaration of Christopher T. Heffelfinger, filed 

15 oncurrently, ¶J 2-7 (Compendium of Declarations, Ex. 65); Declaration of James 

	

16 	
filed concurrently, ¶J 9-22 (Compendium of Declarations, Ex. 64). Berman 

	

17 	
,Valerio incurred fees in the amount of $250,702, and expenses, including expert fees, 

	

18 	the amount of $189,312, for a total of $440,014. Heffelfinger Dec. ¶J 10-11. Celestica 

	

19 	urred fees in the amount of $402,300, and expenses, including expert fees, in the 

	

20 	iount of $346,786, for a total of $749,086. Southwick Dec. ¶J 20-21. 

21 

	

52. 	Filed concurrently with this Declaration is a Compendium of Declarations 
22 

IPP Counsel in Support of Application for Attorneys’ Fees. The IPP Class Counsel 
23 

o signed these declarations are solely responsible for their content, including their 

	

24 	
)resentations concerning their hours and lodestar, as well as any representations made 

	

25 	
the contributions their firms have made. 

26 

27 
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1 	
53. 	As discussed above, IPP Counsel’s lodestar incurred in representing the 

2 ,lass at their historical rates, was approximately $64 million (Paragraph 47, infra), and 

	

3 	
attorneys’ fees incurred by the AGs for work performed in this case, when calculated 

	

4 	
the Laffey Matrix hourly rates, is approximately $31 million, (Varanini Dec. ¶ 22), 

5 or a combined total lodestar of approximately $89 million. The requested fees of 

6 77,680,000 produced by the percentage-of-the-recovery method is equivalent to lodestar 

	

7 	a negative multiplier of approximately 0.86. 

8 

	

54. 	Calculating IPP Counsel’s lodestar at current rates (approximately $79 
9 

ion) would raise the total lodestar to approximately $110 million, and then the lodestar 
10 

ultiplier - 0.7 - remains a negative multiplier, supporting the requested 25% fee award. 
11 

	

12 
	55. 	Nine of the ten Petro class representatives provided key support to this 

13 ’itigation by responding to discovery requests, including both written discovery and 

	

14 
	 of documents, and regularly conferred with counsel. Moreover, each such 

	

15 
	representative was deposed in-depth by Defendants. The tenth class representative 

the Petro case was added to the consolidated Second Amended Complaint after the 
16 

GC ruling dismissed all indirect class claims that were not for the purchase of standalone 
17 

since this class representative, and was not deposed, but was extremely valuable. 
18 

Court noted that this class representative had a "distinct status" since he was "the only 
19 

ividual named plaintiff who is alleged to have purchased DRAM modules, rather than 
20 

as a component in computers." (Dkt. 1809, p.  23). 
21 

	

22 
	56. 	The approximately 140 plaintiffs in the other state and federal indirect- 

	

23 
	er actions that were coordinated with this action, though they were not deposed 

	

24 
	were not served with written discovery, provided support to the prosecution of these 

	

25 
	 actions and represented the citizens of their respective states. 

26 

27 

	

28 
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EXHIBIT A TO GROSS DECLARATION 
SORTED BY REPORTED LODESTAR (HISTORIC )  

FIRM NAME 
REPORTED 
LODESTAR 
(HISTORIC) 

REPORTED 
LODESTAR 
(CURRENT) 

REPORTED 
HOURS 

COMPENDIUM 
EXHIBIT NO. i 

 L 
Cooper et al 1230709000 15 , 164 , 801.00 2062601 1 
Straus & Boies LLP 9,137,511.25 11,726,483.50 23492.75 2 
Gustafson, et al. 6,706,369.00 9,650,534.50 17375.6 3 
Gross Belsky Alonso LLP (Gross & Beisk 6,241,175.00 7,744,855.00 12854.8 4 
Zelle Hofmann, et al. 5,372,163.00 7,479,316.00 10565.1 5 
Mogin Law Firm 3,704,443.75 4,778,783.75 9446.2 6 
Roberts Law Firm 1,495,165.50  1,541,444.00 3512.6  7  
Godfrey &Kahn 1,319,106.50  1,435,620.00 3641.9  8 
Trump, Alioto 1,153,662.50  1,310,658.50 2966.7  9 
Steyer, et al. 1,099,370.00 1,389,093.50 2366.1 10 
Krause, Kalfayen, et al. 1,075,883.50 1,075,883.50 3437.9 11 
Scarpulla Law 1,036,550.00 1,446,525.00 2087.4 12 - 
Furth, etal. 984,259.00 1,117,161.00 2215.9 13 
Schack Law Offices 909,282.50 1,034,585,25 2338.22 14 
Gilman and Pastor 908,431.00 908,431.00 1862.3 15 
Shepard etal. 898,349.50 950,768.50 2311.8 16 
Green Welling, LLP (Noblin) 854,296.65 988,076.00 2842.4 17 
Gregosian & Gralewski 761,781.50 916,782.50 2785.7 18 
Finkelstein, et al. 753,386.75 880,427.25 2215.95 19 
Hulett, et al. 747,167.50 816,829.00 2338.55 20 
Durrette Bradshaw (Crump) 646,222.00 713,779.00 2360 21 
Bonsignore 
Freedman, et al. 

614,612.50 
567,633.50 

741,122.50 
626,512.00 

563.8 
2721.4 

22 
23 

Green & Schultz 504,300.00 504,300.00 1681 24  
Hallisey& Johnson 318,817.50 318,817.50 773 25 
Guerrieri, et al. 310,970.00 462,432.50 1264.2 26  
LaCava Lief 306,315.00 306,315.00 680.7 27 
Kirby McInerney 282,585.00 103,136.00 1024 28 
Winters, Linge! 251,095.00 251,095.00 386.3 29 
Brantstetter, Stranch 242,842.50 242,842.50 696.5 30 
Bonnet, Fairbourn 235,146,00 235,146.00 582.8 31 
Johnson & Perkinson 227,397.50 230,760.00 669.2 32  
Sachs Waldman 226,504.00 226,504.00 716,1 33 
Cohen & Malad 201,086.00 201,086.00 646.1 34  
Frankovitch, et al. 182,960.00 182,960.00 846.3 35  
Trujillo, et al. 153,873.50 163,806.50 533.7 36  
Bramson P!utzik 146,073.00 185,620.00 388.5 37 
Polsinelli & Shughart 137,086.30 137,086.30 313 38 
Johns, Flaherty& Collins 128,549.00 128,549.00 284.3 39 
Burns & Levinson, LLP 122,067.00 143,121.00 729 40 
Lowther Johnson 107,022.50 107,022.50 485.7 41 
Janssen Malloy, et al. 102,965.00 102,965.00 316.5 42 
Linnan & Fallon 97,020.00 109,570.00 152.1 43 
Goldman Scarlato & Karon, PC 93,551.00 97,804.00 246.6 44 
Bangs McCullen 84,813,00 84,813.00 429.1 45 
Hisaka Yoshida & Cosgrove 66,685.00 66,685,00 310.1 46 
Shaheen & Gordan 62,393.50 62,393.50 245.3 47 
McKay Burton 52,812,50 59,577.00 226 48 
Edelson & Associates 51,970,00 51,970.00 146.6 49 
Serratore, et al. 37,670.00 37,670.00 94.3 50 
Wyatt& Blake 32,132.50 32,132.50 74.1 51 
Montgomery Gof 29,816.00 34,800.00 69.6 52 
Ogborn, Summerlin & Ogborn 28,593.00 31,237.50 175.2 53 
Dougherty & Dougherty 23,250.00 23,250.00 46.5 54 
Kirkpatrick & Goldsborough 14,421.00 14,421.00 84.3 55 
Forman Rossabi (Rossabi Black) 12,835.50 14,133.00 60.5 56 
Eric Easterly 8,606,25 8,606.25 38.3 57 
Hardin 8,190.00 8,190.00 25.2 58 

Wermerskirchen Law Office 7,666.501 9,164.50 27.4 59  
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EXHIBIT A TO GROSS DECLARATION 
CRTPfl 1Y RFPORTFT) !ODFSTAR (HISTORIC)  

Ferguson, et al. 7,687.50 7,687.50 20.5 60 
Barrett Johnston 5,730.00 5,730.00 14.35 61  

Tollison Law Firm 5,237.50 5,237.50 26 62 
Lanham Blackwell 4,069,00 6,851.50 21.4 63 
TOTAL: $ 	64,216,716.95 $ 	79,443,960.80 152479.4 
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EXHIBIT A TO GROSS DECLARATION 
S()R"F,D AI.PHARF.TICAI.I.Y 

REPORTED REPORTED 
REPORTED COMPENDIUM I 

FIRM NAME 
HOURS NO, 

(HISTORIC) (CURRENT) 

Bangs McCulIen 84813 00 84813 00 429.1 45 L 
Barrett Johnston 5,730.00 5,730.00 14.4 61 

Bonnet, Fairbourn 235,146.00 235,146.00 582.8 31  
. _______ ........ 

Bonsignore 614,612.50 741,122.50 563.8 22 . 	.J 
BramsonPlutzik 146,073.00 185,620.00 388.5 37 
Brantstetter, Stranch 242,842.50 242,842.50 696.5 30  
Burns & Levinson, LLP 122,067.00 143,121.00 729.0 40  
Cohen & Malad 201,086.00 201,086.00 646.1 34 F 

Cooper et al, 12,307,090.00 15,164,801.00 20,626.0 1 . 
Dougherty & Dougherty 
Durrette Bradshaw (Crump) 

23,250.00 
646,222.00 

23,250.00 
713,779.00 

46.5 
2,360.0 21 

54  

Edelson & Associates 51,970.00 51,970.00 146.6 49 
Eric Easterly 8,606.25 8,606.25 38.3 1 	57  
Ferguson, et al. 7,687.50 7,687.50 20.5 60 

L I.. 

Finkelstein, et al. 753,386.75 880,427.25 2,216.0 19 
Frankovitch, et al, 182,960.00 182,960.00 846.3 35 
Forman Rossabi (Rossabi 131 12,835.50 14,133.00 60.5 56 
Freedman, et al, 567,633.50 626,512.00 2,721.4 23 
Furth, et al. 984,259.00 1,117,161.00 2,215.9 13  

. 	. 

Gilman and Pastor 90843100 90843100 18623 15 
Godfrey & Kahn 1,319,106.50 1,435,620.00 3,641.9 8 
Goldman Scarlato & Karon, 93,551.00 97,804.00 246.6 44 . . - ... 
Green Welling, LLP (Noblir 854,296.65 988,076.00 2,842.4 17 I . 
Green & Schultz 504,300.00 504,300.00 1,681.0 24 
Gregosian & Gralewski 761,781.50 916,782.50 2,785.7 18 
Gross Belsky Alonso LLP ( 6,241,175.00 7,744,855.00 12,854.8 4 
Guerrieri, et al. 310,970.00 462,432.50 1,264.2 26 . 	. . ........ _i1 
Gustafson, et al. 6,706,369.00 9,650,534.50 17,375.6 3 . 	. 
Hallisey & Johnson 318,817.50 318,817.50 773.0 25 . 	. 
Hardin 8,190.00 8,190.00 25.2 58 
Hisaka Yoshida & Cosgrove 66,685.00 66,685.00 310.1 46 
Hulett, et al. 747,167.50 816,829.00 2,338.6 20 .J 
Janssen Malloy, et al. 102,965.00 102,965.00 316.5 42  
Johns, Flaherty & Collins 128,549.00 128,549.00 284.3 39 
Johnson & Perkinson 227,397.50 230,760.00 669.2 32 

... 

Kirby McInerney 282,585.00 103,136.00 1,024.0 28 F 
Kirkpatrick& Goldsboroug 14,421.00 14,421.00 84.3 55  

- 

Krause, Kalfayen, et al. 1,075,883.50 1,075,883.50 3,437.9 11 . . 
LaCava Lief 306,315.00 306,315.00 680.7 27 
Lanham Blackwell 4,069.00 6,851.50 21.4 63 L 
Linnan & Fallon 97,020.00 109,570.00 152.1 43  
Lowther Johnson 107,022.50 107,022.50 485.7 41 .. 	. 
McKay Burton 52,812.50 59,577.00 226.0 48  
Montgomery Gof 29,816.00 34,800.00 69.6 52 - 
Mogin Law Firm 3,704,443.75 4,778,783.75 9,446.2 6 . 
Ogborn, Summerlin & Ogbc 28,593.00 31,237.50 175.2 53 - - .... 
Polsinelli & Shughart 137,086.30 137,086.30 313.0 38 . 
Roberts Law Firm 1,495,165.50 1,541,444,00 3,512.6 7 - 
Sachs Waldman 226,221.50 226,221.50 716.1 33  
Schack Law Offices 909,282.50 1,034,585.25 2,338.2 14 
Scarpulla Law 1,036,550.00 1,446,525.00 2,087.4 12  

. . 

Serratore, et al. 
Shaheen & Gordan 

37,670.00 
62,393.50 

37,670.00 
62,393.50 

94.3 
245.3 

50 
47 

Shepard et al. 898,349.50 950,768.50 2,311.8 16 . 	I........- 
Steyer, et al. 1,099,370.00 1,389,093.50 2,366.1 10 . .--..-..-- 	L 
Straus & Boies LLP 9,137,511.25 11,726,483.50 23,492.8 2 . 
Tollison Law Firm 5,237.50 5,237.50 26.0 62 
Trujillo, et al. 153,873.501 163,806.50 533.7 36 
Trump, Alioto 1.153,662.50 1,310,658.501 2,966.7 1 	9 - 
Wermerskirchen Law Office 7,666.50 9J64.501 27.4 1 	59  
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EXHIBIT A TO GROSS DECLARATION 
crrn AT PT4AcTPTTrAI I V 

Winters, Lingel 251,095.00 251,095.00 386.3 29 
Wyatt & Blake 
Zelle Hofmann, et al. 

32,132.50 
5,372,163.00 

32,132,50 
7,479,316.00 

74.1 
10,565.1 5 

51  

TOTAL: $ 64,216,434.45 $ 79,443,678.30 152,479.4 L 
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EXHIBIT B TO GROSS DECLARATION 

SORTED BY TOTAL COSTS 

FIRM NAME COSTS 
COMPENDIUM 
EXHIBIT NO. 

Gustafson, et al. 599,915.30 8 

Straus & Boies LLP 495,449.56 2 

Cooper et al. 488,922.12 1 

Zelle Hofmann, et al. 431,224.57 5 

Gross Belsky Alonso (Gross & Belsky) 407,785.28 4 

Mogin Law Firm 360,386.87 6 

Freedman, etal. 120,512.99 23 

Godfrey &Kahn 115,228.46 8 

Trump, Alioto 97,281.41 9 

Durrette Bradshaw (Crump) 92,778.66 21 

Hulett, et al. 86,299.45 20 

Steyer,etal. 85,350.33 10 

Krause, Kalfayen, et al. 81,973.58 11 

Furth, etal. 81,389.49 13 

Bonnet, Fairbourn 75,732.79 31 

Guerrieri, et al. 75,215.34 26 

Roberts Law Firm 67,038.80 7 

Green Welling, LLP (Noblin) 64,100.07 17 

Scarpu!la Law 62,375.98 12 

Finkelstein, etal. 62,127.52 19 

Frankovitch, et al. 59,478.33 35 

Bonsignore 59,280.81 22 

Gilman and Pastor 57,859.31 15 

Janssen Malloy, et al. 52,272.33 42 

Shepard et al. 50,656.05 16 

Kirby McInerney 49,901.74 28 

Brantstetter, Stranch 48,430.53 30 

Gregosian & Gra!ewski 47,986.65 18 

Ogborn, Summerlin & Ogborn 41,391.64 53 

Schack Law Offices 39,861.44 14 

Johnson & Perkinson 37,866.97 32 

Cohen & Ma!ad 36,487.25 34 

Trujillo, et al. 28,254.43 36 

Bramson P!utzik 26,755.20 37 

Green &Schultz 26,045.03 24 

Hallisey & Johnson 20,839.19 25 

Bangs McCullen 17,552.93 45 

Sachs Waldman 17,211.62 33 

Burns & Levinson, LLP 14,333.82 40 

Kirkpatrick & Goldsborough 9,306.05 55 
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EXHIBIT B TO GROSS DECLARATION 

SORTED BY TOTAL COSTS 

Tollison Law Firm 7,863.37 62 

Linnan & Fallon 5,476.59 43 

Shaheen & Gordan 4,114.62 47 

Johns, Flaherty & Collins 3,918.12 39 

Wyatt &Blake 3,898.31 51 

Barret Johnston 3,681.67 61 

McKay Burton 3,648.30 48 

Polsinelli & Shughart 3,425.43 38 

Goldman Scarlato & Karon, PC 3,365.98 44 

Edelson & Associates 3,127.35 49 

Hisaka Yoshida & Cosgrove 2,063.26 46 

Lowther Johnson 1,823.69 41 

Serratore, et al. 644.76 50 

Forman Rossabi (Rossabi Black) 513.33 56 

LaCava Lief 499.89 27 

Ferguson, et al. 423.19 60 

Lanham Blackwell 299.36 63 

Winters, Lingel 250.00 29 

Eric Easterly 159.83 57 

Montgomery Gof 153.47 52 

Dougherty & Dougherty 134.75 54 

Wermerskirchen Law Office 30.42 59 

Hardin 0.00 58 

TOTAL: $4,742,375.58  
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